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Chapter I Introduction
It is the purpose of this thesis to show the presence of
epic qualities in the novels, short stories, and poetry of
Elizabeth Madox Roberts.
The first of the Introduction will give a definition of
the epic, its history, growth, classification, development:
this will be followed by a brief biography of Miss Roberts.
The second part of the Introduction will list and discuss
briefly the epic qualities found in Kiss Roberts’s writings.
"The word epic is derived from the Greek epo s, a saying
or oracle; it is a term given to some form of heroic nar-
rative wherein tragedy, comedy, lyric, dirge, and idyl are
skillfully blended and whose main elements are mythology, an
interpretation of nature and legend, an idealization of his-
tory."! "It deals with elemental moods and ideals, high
!
sweeps of emotional outlook, is marked by bigness of thought,
untamed passion of language and musical flow of utterance;
it is true to the genius of the people whose spirit it de-
picts, true to native, rather than to literal history. "2 "It
is not in the presentation of an individual, but it is in
the realization of a whole order of things. "3 Bossu, in his
1. Guerber, H. A. The Book of the Epic
2. Essenwein, J. Berg Introduction to Book of the Epic
3. Egan, M. E. A Definition of Literature
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Treatise of Epick Poems , in 1719, defines the epic as a
"discourse invented hy art to form the manners "by such in-
struments as are disguised under the allegories of some one
important action, which is related in verse ........ It is not
j
ethics, yet it expresses the morality of the nation whose
I
life it interprets. It is minutely personal -- personality i
is one of its essences -- and yet it reptesents better than
anything else the national life."l Aristotle, in his
Poetics , writes: "It is that poetic imitation which is nar-
rative in form and which employs a single metre, having for
its subject a single action whole and complete, with a be-
ginning and the end brought within a single view, that the
character celebrated must be a lofty type and constant^
persecuted, that in development of both plot and character
the poem should represent permanent truths rather than actu-
al realities. "2 We also learn that there are four qualities
in epic action: the first, unity, to make use of no episode
but what arises from the very nature of the action, to
unite them as cause and effect and dependent on each other;
the second, integrity, a beginning with causes and the diffi-
culties that are met with in these designs. The action
must be important either of itself, independent from him who
executes it, or by qualities of persons of whom the writer
1. Sullivan, FT. V. Epics of Homer and Vergil
2. Ibid.: Sullivan

makes use
Aristotle, himself, implies the possible use of epic
qualities in the novel form when he writes in his Poetics
,
"The epic, being of wider compass than the drama, can ad-
mit many episodes which serve to fill in a pause in action
or diversify interest. They give embellishment and variety
to the narrative. The epic, moreover, advances slowly and
introduces retarding interest, -- interest by which the
denouement is delayed, and the mental strain for the time
relieved, only to be intensified again when the climax comesj
into place The epic, by virtue of its narrative
form can describe actions that are simultaneous."! As to
the epic in particular, Aristotle indicated that it formed
the manners of men due to circumstances of time, place,
and persons; that the writer must seek for some persons
already known to history or some other way by which he may
with probability represent his personnages. "2 We may con-
clude with Samuel H. Butcher that the epic "relates to
great and complete action which reaches itself to fortunes
of a people or to the destiny of mankind, and which sums up
the life of a period. The story and deeds of those who
pass across the wide canvas are linked with the larger
1. Sullivan, H. V. Epics of Homer and Vergil
2. Ibid.: Sullivan
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movement of which the men themselves are but a part."l
As we trace the history of the epic, we find its
origin in tribes of barbarians who edified departed heroes
and recited legends in praise of their deeds. As the nation
advanced from childhood to youth, these legends were fused
by some great poet, arranged and embellished according to
the rules of the primitive, and, although not accepted as
history, are, nevertheless, storehouses of information con-
cerning manners and customs, religions, government, treat-
I
ment of women, and habits of feeling. We learn from Aris-
totle’s Poetics that as the Greek nation advanced, increas-
ing realism became manifest in its poetry; the individual,
his interest, his personal feelings and experiences, were
substituted for the universal significance and general in-
terest in type. The Roman Horace in his Ars Poetica sought
to teach as well as to please, but copied "nature to the
life" and, in the mediaeval period, we find in Dante’s
Divina Comedia the influence of Christiani ty, interpreting ;
spiritual ideas and moral principles allegorically. Later,
we find the symbolic representation of the human life sim-
ilarly treated in Milton’s Paradise Lost and Paradis e Re-
gained.
1. Butcher, S. A. Aristotle’s Theory of Poetry and
Pine Arts
2. Myers, Irene T. A Study in Epic Development

Epics may be classified as artificial and natural.
The artificial is formed from written record, re-arranged,
polished, created with a consciousness of the author’s re-
sponsibility for perfection; the natural is rooted far back i
in tribal history, has lain in the memories of the tribes,
has become impregnated with the spirit of the tribes, em-
bodies their superstitions and beliefs, represents the con-
ditions of their common life. It is a natural product, de-
veloped according to the laws that govern a natural growth,
transmitted orally, with free improvisation due to forgetful-
ness, etc. Literature may partake of the nature of both;
the artificial and the natural epic may be different stages
in the evolution of the same theme and not totally distinct
developments. The line of narrative development has an in-
timate relation with the political conditions of the people:
form depends on content, and content depends on the thought
of the people among whom it is produced. The narrative,
evolved as it is in connection with national life, is an ex-
pression of the same spirit which finds embodiment in the
political constitution of the people: in unorganized groups,
clans, tribes, monarchies, democracies, etc.
The distinctive mark of the epic upon which all critics
are agpeed is its narrative character. Accepting this uni-
versally conceded quality as a starting point we find we
must go back to the beginnings of literature to find the
beginnings of the epic, since narrative, lyric, and dramatic
.
elements exist together in early recorded songs, and, by
following narration along the line of its development, we
find form defined under the influences which produce a clear-
ly def ined, national government; as government shows in its
form a realization of national genius, the epic appears as
prose or verse, in dissociated sagas or in more or less
unified national songs. In view of these conclusions "it
would seem that whatever may be the arbitrary limits within
which the term epic is applied, the narrative within those
limits is only a phase in the development of a literary
species, and should be studied in its relation both to pre-
ceding and later growth. "1
The development of the epic in the various nations
was not to the same degree nor in a similar manner. We can
enumerate the classic examples: The Iliad and The Odyssey
of the Greeks; the Aeneid of the Latins; The Divine Comedy
of the Italians; Beowulf
,
Arthurian Cycle , Robin Hood , Par-
adise Lost and Paradise Regained of the British Isles; The
Nibe lungenlie d of Germany, and The Whi t e .Aster of China.
Not every nation, however, was able to develop a great na-
tional hero; many nations were living under conditions
deprived of a sense of nationality. Here in America, we
had only a few books with epic qualities; among these books
we might include Irving's Sketch Book
, Cooper’s Leather
Stocking ^ales , Longfellow's Hiawatha
,
Evangeline
, and Niles
/
1. Nyers, Irene, T. A Study in Epic Development

Standish. American literature rarely sprung from the Amer-
ican soil; there were few elements of folk culture, little
i
love of plant and animal life, little love of tools and
i
material things fashioned by pioneer man for work in the
soil. "America lived in detachment from the past without
a sense of soil in a world of ideas with no practical
reckoning of time and space. "1 As early as 1837, Emerson
said it was time the sluggard intellect of this continent
should "look from under iron lids, and fill the postponed
expectations of the world with something better than the
exertions of mechanical skill The millions that
i
around us are rushing into life cannot always be fed on the !
sere remains of foreign harvests." 2 Gradually, our Amer-
ican literature became largely regional in setting for the
reason, perhaps, that regionalism in literature is all we
may expect to get out of so vast a sprawling country as
ours, or on the principle that material for literature
must be found on our own doorsteps and, if a writer illum-
inates the life he sees in his own street, he has interpret-
\
ed all life in all times.
Meanwhile, the modern epic emerged and while the lit-
erary world was reading Galsworthy’s Forsyte Saga , a social
survey of the well-to-do classes of England; Frowst’s
1. Erskine, John American Character and Other Essays
2. Hatcher, Parian Creating the Modern American
Kovel
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Remembrances of mhings Pas t ; Reymo n
t
T
s Peasant s ; Ro 1vaag '
s
Giants in the Earth
,
and Und s e t ’ s Kristin Lavransdatter
,
"an epic breadth of movement, an encyclopedic inclusiveness
of family life in its broader aspects, extending to a com-
prehensive survey of whole social order, "1 Elizabeth Madox
Roberts produced her first great novel, Time of Man , renew-
ing and recreating our own myths and values by portraying
the lives of the Kentucky pioneers, "interesting for them-
selves as well as for their place in the epic sweep greater
than the individuals who comprised them. "2
Elizabeth Roberts did not have to search far for the
epic material of her novels, for some of her ancestors came
to Kentucky from Virginia over Boone’s Trace in the 1 70’
s
in a pioneer band; she, herself, was born there at Ferry-'
ville, near Springfield, in 1885, and still lives there at
what she calls the "Pigeon River Country." She was gradu-
ated from Chicago University and, while there, wrote a
group of poems, later published with the title, Under the
Tree, winning for her the Fisk prize in 1922. Before her
career as a writer began, she lived for some time in New
York and, later, in the Colorado Rockies. Her first novel.
Time of Man, published in 1926, was the October choice of
the Book-of- the-Month Club of tbe Literary Guild. It was
1. Beach, J. W. The Twentieth Century Novel
2. Hatcber, Harlan Creating the Modern American
Novel

enthusiastically received in England, and has since been
published in German, Swedish, and Dano-Horwegian editions.
Other novels followed: by Kea~t and iy Flesh , 1927;
!
Jingling in the Wind , 1928; The Creat Meadow , the March,
1930 selection of The Literary Guild; Euried Treasure , 1931;
The Haunted Mirror , a volume of short stories, 1932; and He
Sent Forth a Raven, 1935. She, herself, tells how she came
“
' ——
- -
" l
-
to write of these indomitable Kentucky pioneers: "I used
to sit near my grandmother to hear her tell of the v/onders
of her youth and to hear her thrust her memory back into the
memories of her father and mother. The first thrust put us
back into Virginia and Maryland, but driving again into a
more dim region we went into England and Ireland. She was
a tall, large woman, this grandmother who lived with dignity,
j
Her speech was archaic and fluent and her memory was keen,
but her tales were never adorned with fancies. She made
clear pictures of men and women who lived in remote wooded
places. Leasts and dangers, redmen and famine, labor, sin-
ister spells and charms and occult powers; all these min-
gled in her stories with tender accounts of birds in spring
and bows and girls in the backwoods schoolhouse . "1 Later,
when speaking of The Great Meadow
,
she says, "I thought it
would be an excellent labor if one might draw these strains
1. Living Authors
5 )31 •
into one person and "bring this person over the Trace and
through the Gateway in one symbolic journey. "1 Thus, Miss
Roberts, herself, vouches for the epic qualities of her
background and for the epic themes in her writings: "true
to the genius of the people whose spirit they depict, true
to native rather than to literal history, not in presenta-
tion of an individual, but in the realization of a whole
order of things. "2
The epi c qualities found in Miss Roberts's writings are
as follows:
1. Tracing of Origins
In The Great Meadow , Miss Roberts has given
us the story of the great trek over the Trace from the East
into the unknown Kaintuk (now Kentucky) as told by her grand-
mother who had had the experience. In Time of Man , as well,
she has portrayed the hardships of the pioneers travelling
through rough country beset by perils of the elements, by
the possibilities of famine and by attacks of the Indians.
The settler, with his parcel of household goods, his few
cattle, travelled on to found a new home in the wilderness.
This parallels the early origins as portrayed in The Iliad
and The Odyssey .
2. Pride in Hero
Just as the earlier epics glorified the Greek
1. Living Authors
2. Ouerber, J. A. The Hook of the Epic

and Roman hero so Mids Roberts glorifies the pioneer hero,
Daniel Boone, in The Great Meadow . He is the brave leader,
who tempts them to journey into the vast unknown; he is
fearless and has never been lost in the wilderness; upon
him rests the decision as to the legality of the laws of
the wilderness, -- social and political. Diony, in ^he
Great Meadow , chooses Berk as her husband because he more
nearly approximates the heroism and ability of their pioneer
hero. In Buried treasure , Ben Shepherd leads the group to
do wha + he wishes because he is the grandson of old John
Shepherd, their former leader. The youth in Miss Roberts’s
short story. On the Mountains ideV follows his teacher and
guide into the settlements to continue his search for an
education.
3. Reverence for Ancestry and the Fast
In Time of Fan , Ellen Chesser wishes to
settle with her family somewhere so that they may establish
an ancestry of which to be proud. In Buried Treasure , Ben
Shepherd has come back to look up the early sites of the
homes of his ancestors, and even to venerate their bones,
buried so long in the hillside. In the short story, On the
" bu ntainsid e
,
the old man has gone out to see the world but
returns to the place where his parents were born. Morna,
the Greek-like matron of the short story. Record at Oak Hill
.
respects and defends her father in his attempt to maintain

his self-respect. In The Treat Meadow, she relates the
memories of the pioneers, their reverence for the past and
their primitive instincts for discovery and revenge.
4. Subordinat ion of the Love Element
In all Miss Roberts T s writings, there is, as in
the older epics, a subordination of the love element. To
Dionv in The Great Meadow, Berk was a companion in the
establishment of a family and a new home in the wilderness.
To Ellen Chesser in Time of Man
,
Joe Trent gave a "momen-
tary joy to her mind;" Sebe meant "neat farms and running
creeks;" finally, she accepts Jonas Jasper - "his need of
her was actual." In these cases and in others which I shall
mention later, the emphasis is not on the emotional, but
in the practical experience of establishing a home and a
race of which one might be proud.
5 . Feroi c Attitude Toward Destiny
In Time of Man , epecially, we note the class-
ical attitude of accepting what Destiny offers. Ellen
Chesser followed a wild goose chase after a father who
failed to take roots anywhere. She was poor, lonely,
but not unhappy because as Miss Roberts adds, "she had the
honey of life in her heart." She, as well as Diony in
The Great Meadows trekked into the wilderness, meeting all
kinds of hardships which she accepted. Both heroines ex-
emplifywhat Achilles long before maintained, "Destiny is
=
cruel* but men are sorrowless . "1
6 . Close Relationship of the Individual to Nature
In all of Hiss Roberts’s writings we find a
close relationship of the individual to nature. In Time of
Nan we feel Ellen Chesser living close to the soil. Ellen
"made one with the corn, the beans, the tomatoes; they spoke
to her and assured her that they, too, would be no ’poor
white trash.’" Ellen, herself, said that she would "sink
down into the land," and she wanted to know the answer for
sure to the life of the rocks, where the sun got its light,
etc. In Buried Treasure
,
Philly compares her own existence
to that of the wood mites and Ben Shepherd follows the
course of the a.nts in the same manner. In Under the Tree ,
Hiss Roberts’s volume of poetry, we find the child’s close
identity with things of the earth, the sea, the air; he
is constantly inquiring into the manifestations of nature
in his attempts to solve their mysteries. Hiss Roberts
agrees with earlier epic writers that "the eternal accent
of life arises brightly from the soil. "2
7 . Use of the Allegorical in the Epic
As in The Divine Comedy and Hilton’s epics,
we find in Hiss Roberts’s novels the use of the allegory
interpreting spiritual ideas and moral principles. In
The Great Me ado
w
r
, there is the vision of the pioneer woman:
1. Drew, Elizabeth The Enjoyment of Literature
2. Sullivan, H. V. Epics of Homer and Vergil

"the hopeful epic progress of Diony’ s clearly defined
desire." In Time of Man, Luke Wimble compares his trees and
their honey to individuals, assuring Ellen that she is worth
all of them because she has "the honey of life in her heart.
We find the epic qualities in Buried Treasure treated
allegorically, for the novel is a complete allegory: good
comes from the earth; things coming out of the earth deter-
mine our attitudes in life; things must return to the earth
from whence they have come, and some of the treasures of the
earth must be offered as tithes to the Lord.
8. Structural Element s of the Epic
In all Miss Roberts’s writings she has main-
tained the structural elements of the epic: a dignified
theme, organic unity, and orderly progression in action.
9. Natural and Artifi c ial Norms jof the Epic
Miss Roberts's epics are natural in that she
has taken much of her material from the stories told by her
grandmother about the founding of Kentucky. These stories
embodied the spirit, beliefs, superstitions, etc. of their
common life. We may say, also, that they partake of the
nature of the artificial because she has re-arranged and
polished them with a consciousness of perfection.

20
#
Chapter II
j
Analysis of Epic Qualities in The Great Meadow
The Great Meadow was the first novel which Miss Roberts
1
contemplated writing. By means of historic insight, "a per-
spective of the past, distant enough to disengage itself
from the confusion of the present, it was possible for her
to arrange life into a satisfactory pattern and give it mean”
ing; she has succeeded in heightening its reality and its
resemblance to fundamental values of good living in all ages*
and in rendering more graphic older values that have per-
ished."l Remembering the stories told at her grandmother ’
s
knee, she, herself, says, "I saw these people coming over
1
the Trace, some of them coming early when there were hun-
dreds of miles of scarcely broken forests to be passed.
The drama was brief, but it was full and picturesque. ”2
After reading The Great Meadow, we are convinced that she
follows an epic pattern: "a heroic narrative, wherein
tragedy, comedy, lyric, dirge, and idyl are skillfully
blended and whose main elements are a mythology, an inter-
pretation of nature and legend, an idealization of history"3
and that it deals with "elemental moods and ideals, high
sweeps of emotional outlook, is marked by bigness of thought,
•
and musical flow of utterance, is true to the genius of
1. Hatcher, Harlan Creating the Modern American
Novel
2. Living Authors
3. Guerber, H. A. The Book of the Epic
r

people whose spirit it depicts, true to native, rather
than to literal history"l and is "not in presentation of
an individual, hut in the realization of a whole order of
things. "2
Thomas Hall and his wife, Polly, were pioneers in
America. He had come to Alhermarle County in Virginia to
survey a tract of land and had taken his pay in land; he
had brought with him a few books and letters - going back
to his earlier life among the Quakers in Pennsylvania, "a
lonely people, being Methodists, given to simple living
and humility." Their house was of two parts, built of logs,
with a covered passage be tween. which they called "the dog
alley." Around the fire, Elizabeth Roberts places them:
Thomas Hall} Polly, his wife; and Reuben, Sam, Diony,
and Betty, - their children. Sam "teased the fiddle,"
Reuben sat in idleness, resting from a hard day in the
field; Diony and Betty knitted stockings of woolen yarn,
and Thomas "would settle himself to his book when he had
trimmed the candle flame;" Polly found wool for the girls
to knit, winding strands into balls.
A distant coming of horses was heard along the creek
way; somebody was coming; and then Miss Roberts calls to
our attention the superstitions of these primitive peoples
1. Essenwein, J. Berg
2. Ibid.
Introduction to the Book of
the Epic

of whom she writes: "My thumb has got an itch on the knuckle
place," said Sam. "I dropped a knife today whilst I cut
the duck pie," Diony said., "a sure sign somebody will come.
Uever fails." Nate Jones had brought with him a stranger
wearing "Tidewater finery." But, presently, Diony saw in-
tuitively that the man in the fine clothes signified nothing
and beyond his fine clothes he was of no consequence. So,
the strangers "stood now in swift vividness, changing each
instant to richer life" as they talked of the ^uaker pro-
vinces to the north, of the fish in the river, of the man-
sion Mr. Jefferson was building on a mountain higher up in
Albemarle, and "a promise’ land, a land so smooth and good,
a well-nigh sort of Eden." Then we hear of The Great Meadow
which the Indians called Kaintuck, of the buffalo road go-
ing north and south through the land, "where the beasts go
to salt themselves at the great licks," a necessity in all
civilization, or we hear of the canelands "eight feet high
and upwards to twelve feet, the soil rich like cream, fat
bears, the fattest ever he did see, a fine place to fatten
hogs," and of a river, "one of the wonders of the world,
Chenoa. " They tell more, - about a man, Dan’l Boone, the
epic hero of pioneer Kentucky, "a master hand to hunt and
discover new countries," who had lived there "all the time
'-
.
I
by his lone self, three months, and never once saw a white
face." Then, Miss Roberts, in characteristic picturesque
and poetic fashion writes: "The tale sank and flowed about
strong men who made brave jorneys into the country beyond
the barrier, or it lifted and sparkled with the rise of Na-
than’s hand that set forth a more bold hunter or a more
daring exploit with one sharp gesture." And a voice "not
individual or particular"l but "in a realization of a whole
order of things"2 said, "Such a country would breed a race
of heroes, men built and knitted together to endure;" and
another voice, "A new race for the earth."
Later in the story, we meet an epic hero, an American
Beowulf, a hunter. We get intimate details, "Hit’s outside
my power to describe what e'er he is," says Betty. He is
the pioneer hero of wilderness country, "He's been all the
way to Kentuck. I never in rry time saw e’er other that’s
got the look he’s got," Betty continues. Later in the even-
ing, Diony discovers "the stranger was past description
strange, .had gathered a brightness about himself,"
was far past middle age, and his face was quick but ghostly
under its weather marks and stains. "Presently he was talk-
ing, slowly at first, Diony scarcely able to attend the
meaning his person yielded His words were given
with dignity as if the silence of the unbroken forest and
1. Essenwein, J. Berg ^he Book of the Epic
2. Ibid.

cane had purged some ancient speech and refurnished its
repose" as this pioneer minstrel told of the country of
Kaintuk: its trees, “birds, great salt licks, the wonderous
hones of monstrous beasts on the ground, - "a wonder of the
earth," its caves under the earth,- "races of men ther,
houses and cities." A redskin had told him the words that
had made the meaning of the name - "Ken-tak-ee -- Meadow
Lands a fearful country. Every rood a place
where a battle has been; the land, there, thick with
broken battle-axes, and, under the ground, the bones of
many men." Each person, as he sat there about the bright
embers listening to the wonders of this far distant country,
responded in characteristic fashion: "I T d aim to go ther,"
said Sam. "A long way to go," one said. And another, "But
the reward is more than the labor." "A weary roa.d through
the wilderness," the home-keeping Polly answered. But
Diony wanted to hear more "about the old race, those gone
and forgotten out of the earth, that once lived there, a.nd
what relics they left." Berk Jarvis smiled at her with a
look that said, "I would go ther, any chance I had;" and
her look replied, "I would go, I, Diony, would go to see
the ivory beaked woodcock." "We’ll go all," said Thomas
Fall, as he gave the old narrator a pile of skins by the
kitchen fire, and left him to sleep there. Thus, Miss
Roberts, in epic fashion, has shown us the racial memories

of the pioneers, their reverence for the past, and their
primitive instincts for discovering the unknown.
Later in the novel, within the stockade at Harrod's
Fort, Kentucky, Diony meets Daniel Boone. "He arose from
among the beasts and his eye was more clear and more cunning
than theirs and his courage more cool; his daring, greater.
He stood without hate above the beasts and above savage men.
In the character of Daniel Boone, Miss Roberts offers us a
person already known to history, good, consistent, and re-
lated to a great a.nd complete action which extends itself
into the fortunes of a people or to the destiny of mankind,
and which sums up the life of period: all in accordance
with the traditions of the epic.
Diony’ s heart leaps and flutters when she knows to whom
she is speaking, and she informs him, "Like all the balance
I walked to Kaintuck, or rode my nag, over your road, march-
ed here over the trace you made out for us." In response to
her gratitude, this epic hero humbly replies, "If I marked
out the way, you had to go it with your two feet, and so the
road’s yours, too, for the trouble you took to walk it. And
the danger was yours whilst you went the way." To fears
that they' re "places a body could get lost in and never find
himself again," he only replies, "Yes, I could find new
wayw to go and creeks to travel, falls to spy out, vales
I•
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to spy out, caves and wonders to see. But I don't reckon
I'd get lost in e'er one. Not to say lost. T never was
lost. I never bewildered but once, as much as a week, but
not lost. T never felt lost the whole enduren' time." Ujjon
this Diony muses. Ke had felt at home always in the world;
he "felt at home with the way the sun rises and how it stands
overhead at noon, at home with the ways rivers run and the
ways hills are. It's a given gift you have, to be natured
that way." She knew she was not the Boone type, and never
was; but she, as always, creating va.lues from the mind,
later, when her husband. Berk Jarvis fails to return, recog-
nizes in him the nature of a Boone, and assures herself:
"Berk Jarvis never is lost neither." Three years later, when
he does return, and she, according to the pioneer code, is
given a chance to choose between Berk and Muir whom she has
married in the meantime, solves her problem, not as an in-
dividual, butin according to the epic tradition, "in recog-
nition of a whole order of things. "1 Boone, she reflected,
said that he was never lost; he moved securely among the
chaotic things of the woods and. rivers. Beyond her picture
of Boone, she saw Berk "standing before the redmen far in
the north in the dense power of the famine and the cold, cry-
ing in their faces, 'You will not put me into your pot
\7he'r I go to heaven or whe’r I go to hell or whe'r I go no-
1. Essenwein, J. Berg The Book of the Epic

where at all, T take my strong part with me."
Both Muir and she recognize Berk as heroic in his adven-
tures, in his loyalty 'to an ideal (avenging the death of his
mother at the hands of the Indians) and in his mental prowess
in outwitting the Indians. Berk's heroic proportions loom so
great that there is no douht in his or in Muir’s mind as to
the husband Di ony shall choose. Elizabeth Roberts, in her con
concluding words, epitomizes the epic significance of her
story when she writes of her pioneer woman: " mhe whole
mighty frame of the world stood about her then, all the fur-
niture of the earth and the sky, she a minute point, con-
sciously soothing the hunger of a child. Boone, she contrived,
was a messenger to the chaotic part, a herald, an envoy there,
I
to prepare it for civil men."

Chapter III
An Analysis of Epic Qualities in Time of fan
Hiss Roberts parallels the thought of the earlier
Creeks who believed that the ultimate moral and emotional
value of life is the courage with which it is lived, in the
face of the inscrutable power of the gods and the inexor-
able end of death. Although born in Kentucky of pioneer
background, Miss Roberts did not write of the usual melo-
dramas of feuds and mountaineers; they are neither section-
al nor national in their perspectives, but, following the
eric tradition they are universal. In Time of Man , her
first published book, we feel the epic qualities and fine-
nesses in Ellen Chesser, the pioneer who faces all the trag-
edies of Destiny in her vagrant poverty but who, in spite
of all this, lives within and meets life wholesomely be-
cause "she has the honey of life in her heart." Miss Ro-
berts admits her epic design in that she makes no effort
to search into "he known lore" but builds on her "inherited
legacy of impression" and "following the necessities of the
material selected, the design mounted and swayed, flowed
and receded to its own consummation. "1
Even though Ellen led a wild goose chase following her
father, who didn't want to take roots anywhere, as he
1. living Authors

travelled, "all the way to Tennessee and then off to Georgia
and hack once more and on to Tennessee once again," to her
the world’s little and you set still in it and that’s all
there is." And again, "Ther’s just the edge of a wheat field
and a little edge of a blacksmith shop with nails on the
ground, and ther’s a road a-goen off a little piece with
puddles of water a-standen, and ther’s mud." Her world was
within the radius of what she co^ld see and feel; nor was
there anything more wonderful - "e’er ocean, nor e'er river
nor e'er north pole." Thus Kiss Roberts, as will continue
to observe, ha.s given us an epic quality of character which,
though minutely personal, yet "represents better than any
thing else the national life,"l - the national life of the
people from whom she sprung and with whom she lives. She
artistically interprets a heroine who feels "the wide limit
If her dream reach far into the dark to take up the fields,
the silo, the barns, the spring, and the path." All the day
long Ellen "remembered, sca.rcely able to wait until evening
when she should become a part of the movement about the large
barns and pens, when she would go, she hardly knew where,
and do things she could scarcely foretell behind the small
red gate." She made one v/ith the corn, the beans, the to-
matoes; they spoke to her and a.ssured her that they, too,
would be no "poor white trash" but "our kind of folks."
1. Sullivan, Helena, V. Epics of Homer and Vergil

With simplicity, yet dignity, she confers with the tansy and.
spider wort, - "I know yon. I’m as good as yon. I'm as
good as you. T’m no trash. T got no lice on me.” She felt
a sense of pageantry in the world about her - a strange won-
der in this "whole time of man;" "wonder colored every act
with a haunting sense of its relation to something." She
wanted to know the answer for sure to the life of the rocks,
the way people slept, where the sun got its light. Always
she felt herself a part of this epic sweep of experience, -
this time of man - this whole wonder as she "flung up her
head to the great sky that reached over the hills and shout-
ed, ’Here I ami T’m Ellen Chesser, I’m here," or identified
herself with the incomprehensible beauty of life about her
when she affirms, in her quaint language, "I’m a-liven" and
"It’s no knowen how lovel^r I am."
Aga.inst this background, Elizabeth Madox Roberts pro-
jects the romantic theme, - tender^, beautifully, poetic-
ally, yet in a dignified manner. Lascelles Abercrombie has
said that the epic must be a "summation for its time, of
the values of life; it must include in its scope both no-
bility and dignity of action and a design of cosmic signif-
icance which sets that action against a background larger
than itself. "1 In Time of Man
,
as in The Treat Meadow , we
epic
find Ellen Chesser, like Diony, in truly fashion, defining
A
1. Drew, Elizabeth The Enjoyment cf Literature
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the deep relationship between man and woman; and this re-
lation between man and woman is not emotional only, but is
determined by their pioneer background, and the large” back-
ground of a world where "there's no end to anything." The
test of love to Ellen is its identification with herself,
its part in the pageantry of life within and without. "The
name, Joe Trent, went out of her being slowly - a first
flush of warmth to her mind and a gentle flow of momentary
joy to her members." The pictures Sebe made stayed in her
mind - "neat farms lying beside running creeks" but "if she
went inside the house it was Jonas who came there." He it
was -whom she loved, who "set a beauty upon her thinking
and herself," who enkindled pity and tenderness within her.
"She had taken his shame and his pang as in part hers to
trouble, and she had felt her love but it was time nor to
put it by, to make no matter of it. Jonas -would come and
they would be as if no interval bad ever stood between them."
When she loses him, her loss is so much a part of herself
she grieves "that a person outside herself
,
another being
separate in flesh, should, be a part of herself and, with-
drawing, break her." She returns to her work on the farm,
following her daily routine. In the evening, she would go
from the cabin, to sit among the dry leaves, consoled by the
wind, which seemed to remind her that all suffering must be

accepted in the "time of man.
Miss Roberts rises to poetic heights as she pictures
Ellen, the pioneer woman of this American epic, with her
heifer,- deserted, but not conquered by cruel Destiny,
viewing the mountains behind - rolling land little marked
by farms ahead. She would live within that rugged stretch
of land, and she would "sink down into the land, turning
through the hills as she went." "This is the lot the gods
have spun for miserable men, that they should live in pain;
yet themselves are sorrowless"l and to Ellen Chesser, con-
forming to that epic idea, "all now lay in the form of the
year" except for a sudden wave of pity or grief when "she
played too long with the name ’Jonas’ and it took life,"
until Jasper, her father's friend, makes her the guardian of
his worldly goods, helps her with the work at the plow when
her father is sick, and tells her his tales of wanderings
and tribulations. She would marry him, - "his want of her
was actual" and the author, poetically explains: "the name
(Jasper) grew in her being, surrounded by her own renewed
beauty which identified itself with every lovely thing she
recognized" - in the pattern of black and white on a chick-
en’s feather, undulations of the bark of the ash tree, and
the waves of the tall, full-grown corn.
With Jasper and her new home, she "went out of one life
into another and her old life fell away." Later, when he
Drew, Elizabeth The Enjoyment of Literature

is unfaithful to her, she sees the weakness in man, and,
under standing, pities him, accepting him again through ser-
vice to their sick child. Through these understandings of
Ellen she recognizes her place as an individual in the great-
er epic sweep of the "time of man." "Here I am - Ellen -
I’m here," she repeats, as she pentrates the moving mass of
the dough or "Out of me come people forever, forever" as
she looks forward to her children as men and women, the ones
horn, and the other unhorn. This is the great compensation
which Miss Roberts points out, in conformity with the earli-
er epics: Destiny is cruel, hut men, as Achilles says, "are
sorrowless. "1 When Jasper is forced by the treatment of the
people in the country, to leave the place where they are,
Ellen must go, too, - "I’d have to go where you go and when."
And so they go, with their children: Kelissy, who aims to
grow up hut not old; Dick, who hopes to find in hooks the
wisdom of all ages; Henry, who is hig enough to set out
for himself now; and Nannie, who sees the wonder of the stars
and the heavens: all are echoes of Ellen, her hopes and her
wonderings. Continuing life hopefully "they ask no questions
of the way but take their own turnings."
In these novels, The Great Meadow and Time of T an ,we
recognize the four qualities in epic action: the first,
1. Drew, Elizabeth The Enjoyment of Literature
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unity, in that she har made use of no episodes hut those
arising from the very nature of the action - the lives and
experiences of our early pioneers; the second, integrity,
a beginning with causes and designs which one takes for doing
an action - that of a great desire to found and settle in the
new country; a middle, with effects of these causes and
difficulties that are met with in the execution of these de-
signs - incidents of pioneer experiences and adventure too
numerous to mention in her novels; and the end, - the un-
ravelling and resolution of these diffuculties to accept what-
ever Destiny has offered for "the honey of life is in the
heart. "1 The action in both hooks is important of itself and
also because of the epic qualities of the persons of whom the
writer makes use, - not only information concerning manners
and customs, attitudes toward religion, government, treatment
of women, and habits of feeling but, also, in the case of
The Great Meadow
, the importance of the pioneer hero, Daniel
Boone. They partake of the nature of both the artificial
and the natural epic in that we know, from what Miss Roberts
herself tells us, that they were founded upon the tales told
by a pioneer grandmother - tales impregnated with the pioneer.
7/e realize, too, that she has re-arranged, polished, and cre-
ated them, with an author’s responsibility for perfection, in
the slow epic movement of the narrative as of the Trek itself.
1. Roberts. E.M. Time of Man
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and in the archaic, almost dialectic speech
expressing with great poetic "beauty, "as if
new, what has "been the truth of all time."l
of her characters
it were quite
1. Westcolt, Glenway A Personal Note

Chapter IV
Analysis of Epic Qualities in Buried Treasure
In 1931, Elizabeth Madox Roberts published Buried Trea-
sure , which proved to be a "best seller" even though it was
completely allegorical in style: "a figurative representa-
tion conveying meaning other than and in addition to the
literal."! We may trace the allegory in literature from the
Parables of Christ in the Mew Testament , an earlier Creek
example in Plato's Phaedru
s
,
in the Latin story of Cupid
and Psyche , Vergil's description of Fame in the fourth book
of the Aeneid
,
and Ovid's picture of abode of Fame in the
twelfth book of the Me tamo rpho s e
s
. The most flourishing
period of the allegory was from 1300 to 1600: Dante's
Divi ne Comedy
,
Langland' s Piers PI owman , Chaucer' s House o f
Fame, Spenser's Faerie gueene , Swift’s Tale of a Tub, and
Addison's Vision of Mirza . In the 17th century, historical
characters under fictitious names, was a favorite device of
romancers who described contemporary events in terms of re-
cent history. Obvious allegory has gone out of fashion but
we have in its place a vaguer symbolism as used by Tennyson
in the Idylls of the King or Edward Arlington Robinson in
his Arthurian Cycle.
However, since fiction is an art, there are no rules
1. Encyclopedia Britannica

of exact procedure; anyone is at liberty to experiment, and
innovation is constant. We are primarily interested in what
a writer hasttio say, and the effect it is fitted to produce
on the reader. As Miss Roberts has interpreted the epic in
Under the Tree through the mind of a child (to be discussed
later), in The Gr ea.t Meadow and Time of Fan by historic
insight, she has chosen in Buried Treasure the allegory as
a possible vehicle for epic interpretation.
The epic truth that "the eternal accent of life rises
brightly from the very soil"l is allegorically sustained
by Miss Roberts in Buried Treasure . In looking for some
kindling sticks in her wood box, Fhilly Blair was "amused to
see life buried there, having forgotten for a long while
the dust in the bottom of the woodbox and forgotten that
wood mites live by ea.ting it." Later in the day, when she
goes outside to gather pieces of wood in her apron, she sees
the wood mites again, running away. "The 2/- were continually
there; even burnt with the sticks, - they were always ba.ck
wherever wood was rotting."
But the theme, the central point of the whole ejjic
scheme is in the finding of the buried treasure - everything
else seems to be shown in relation to this supreme moment.
To Andy Blair, the pioneer, Destiny was kind. "Bless God,"
he said; then "as if he were religious, speaking over and
1. Essenwein, J. Berg The Book of the Epic
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over, he made an oath of damnation for himself if he were
not a man of luck." But not until he had closed the hole
beside the stump did the pot seem real to Philly - "as if
it might stay, but the day seemed strange as if it were free
to go or to turn into some other the pot went back
of everything she knew and made there a newT beginning. It
~went back of the first knowledge she had, back of all the
first frs.gance she had gathered. It spread widely through
the present, herself now, walking strangely across the pas-
ture. She was confused that this should happen to her."
This "elusive gold which had come to them out of an old
stump" changed her whole mode of thinking. "Somebody buried
the pot when the tree was a sprout and I dug it outen a
hickory stump;" "somebody buried this enduren the -war"
seemed to satisfy their curiosity as to its origin. "These
here coins all got inside the pot before war times" and
the "rich pearls, fitten for a queen, in a pin they -would
make a fine show on a woman’s breast," mused Andy. Reminis-
cently, he boasted of his good fortune - "master hand to
have luck, I always was the only man on Elk Creek
that’s not in debt; bad crop years no matter, but borrow
money I would not. I says, ’I’ll starve first.’" philly,
going out of the strangeness of the day" recalls "days we
had ne’er a thing hut mush bread to eat. And dry summers,
the cow dry and no sour milk to make with. Mush bread and

cured meat, maybe, and. a little fruit I had canned for sweet
on Sunday." She reminds him of spilling a whole wagon of
corn in the swollen flood water of the creek, or being
"greened out of your work- nag by a white- trash traveller"
or "the time you dug a well a,nd. didn’t find a damp spot
underground.
"
Now what to do with the treasure is the natural ques-
tion. Sha.ll they ring the f a.rm bell and boastfully announce
the news? "We could Seems almost we might be bound
to." But caution prompts Andy to v/ait a spell. "What could
we buy to show the world we found a pot of gold and silver?"
Philly asks, proudly. But caution prompts Andy again , with
an instinct for protection, "A new roof to the house,
a new roof to the hen-house. And then love prompts Philly
to get something for Imogene. "My own cousin's girl-baby
she was
,
and look what a life she leads with her pap and
those boys, her brothers, as close a set as ever you did
see. Too stingy to let Imogene marry Giles Wilson."
The contrasting elements of man' s elemental passions
are displayed in the reaction of Andy and Philly in relation
to this kettle of gold and two precious stones. They would
have a surprise party - tell the neighbors - yes, maybe
have a wedding for Imogene. "Look what I found in my corn-
field, I'll say off-handishly, " A.ndy’ s pride prompted.
"I’ll wash your shirt with the little blue flowers, Philly
*->
'k x ~ tn
promised. They would invite this one and not thatone: not
Hester Trigg - "I neve 1 liked widow women. Hot if fen they' re
jl got it in head to marry again," Andy affirmed; not Collie,
-
;
"I wouldn’t trust Collie too far with a kettle of gold
neither," Philly suspiciously remarks. Then they fear lest
j
some of the coins might he taken; - "better not say where we
i
found it" and they considered places in which to hide the
kettle, trying several possibilities, after they had spent
the whole day rubbing the coins with wood ashes until they
i shone. But while "Andy would mutter his pleasure, 'They are
|
a fair sight to delightthe eyes Philly' s thought went
back to Imogene, seen going up and down her father's house,
!
|
lifting vessels, making food ready, putting food by for
winter, making the fire under the kettle." Philly would use i
to further the destiny of one who "had been a small girl
!j
only last week." "^hen a passion arose within her, a clear
ji
swift n e t ermi nat i on to make a better way of life for
Tmogene, to make her free to have something for herself, to
i give he^ the pleasure of a lover."
Andy
,
in the meantime, had become magnanimous: "Let all
corne I’m not a man to mistreat, a neighbor." He had
taken the pearls to himself but Philly was not displeased, for
"since he ha.d first called the hidden thing under the stump
a pot of gold, he was entitled to something more of it than
she could claim." With great excitement and fear of detection,
A

they buried the treasure under the hearthstone, over which
Philly herself would keep guard - obscuring the broken stone
by her trailing skirt.
Ben Shepherd, a boy of seventeen, crossed "the upper
waters of Pigeon River and walked about through the hilly
rises." As he walked, "the ghost of old clauses fell flat-
ly and unattended in his mind out of the histories of the
past." "This would be the land over which Earrod
had hunted when the first settlers had lived in the forts...
Men of his own breed, fathers of his fathers' fathers
He wondered if he might live in the country for a little
while as Earrod had lived, getting his food directly from
the beasts and herbs. The abundance of the berries gave
him a security beyond the hostility of the birds, as if in
the fruits the whole land contrived to establish him in a
way of life." Having chosen a ledge as a. place for shelter
he had a sense of the reach of the country. "There would
be an old grave yard somewhere about, and there the graves
of the Shepherds - Tobias, John, Joel, John B.
,
Richard,
and others - would lie crookedly in the earth; for they
were dry, withered najnes of ancient men, mere words fading
out of an old Bible year after year as the inks decayed.
All the people of this region were of the Shepherds, by
close links or distant marryings. He had come to get the
names off the tombstones. In fact, he found one grave
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uncovered and had pulled up one of the hones to use as a
"relic"; thus, out of the earth, were assured to him the
epic necessities of sustenance, protection, and veneration.
Interested he was and proud, indeed, of the many stones that
gathered up his whole past, and seeing and meeting Robbie
May and Bonnie, two young girls of the country-side "riding
past him on their horses, had added a new content to the
country." Uow "he must gain a name and a place in the
community he must have a house where he would stay
and a reason for staying there." The girls ha.d made his
need clear, - and he remembered the ants - "’The little
devils' " "running their endless galleries under the
ground, their long hairy legs bent and crooked to make
jointed parts, their round heads, their long slim ujjper
portions, their wide, flat and rounded bellies. He saw the
small, legless grubs, tended by the workers, the nasty
little pupa cases opening to let the imago out. He spat
them out mentally and cursed them with a momentary nausea."
Although the wheat was ripening in the fields, instead
of being hired as a farm-hand, he was asked to aid two
painters "spreading paint over wood" who continually boast-
ed of their "knock-down" jobs, and the "three hundred" one
had taken from a "green teapot." Then he remembered having
seen Andy Blair and his wife, unknown to them, when they
had discovered the buried treasure. He knew, too, that they

would be giving a party to celebrate their' good fortune.
These two rogues would go, of course, - he would go, too,
and he "would let the kettle of gold find its own security
and change hands as fate allowed."
The whole neighborhood gathers at Andy Blair’ s and all
anticipate the announcing of a surprise. Andy and Philly
had resolved not to mention the treasure, so Philly looks
about for something to offer in its stead as a surprise.
Giles’s rnarraige license suggests "Would it be enough to
be called a surprise iffen you and Giles let it be known
you have it in mind to run off and get married tomorrow or
next day?" Suddenly, the dog eagerly rushes in
and pawrs the floor near the stone over which philly is
sitting. The boys are suspicious immediately, and wish
to tear up the boards. Philly didn’t wish her floor to
be torn out, but the men persisted. "Then one of the
strangers (Ben Shepherd) was standing before her, turning
lightly about with the rest and coming to a stand directly
before her knees. The strangeness left him and he seemed
fajniliar, as shaped to meet some picture slightly different
from the one reported It was old John B. turning
young again, got out of the graveyard and gone back into
some time behind Philly’ s memory " Although the
men persisted, the boy, too, persisted, "But if a lady says,

I! it T s food manners not to tear it'Don’t tear out my floor,
out,' until, after a while, they agreed, "Like the strange
hoy says, it'
s
not in good manners to go against a lady in
her own house." In the meantime, Hez Turner, the evangel-
ist, was there, and, in the midst of the singing, Philly
hears his voice "lifted continually above the song." "She
saw Andy groan and beat the air with his hands and she saw
that the buried kettle of money was not yet free from
menace," for Turner pursued him, "It's your pocketbook is
your stumbling block. Lay your whole pocketbook on the
altar'." Something had to be done and done quickly. She
did not wait for arguments but, plucking Imogene by the
sleeve, she urged, "It would be a surprise a-pJenty iffen
you stood up now and got married Offer Hez Turner
three dollars, spot cash, a.nd see how quick he'll let Andy
"How the words of the marriage went forward and
quiet held;" Andy, released, went into the garden, not real-
izing, as Philly knew, what had released him.
Later in the week, Ben was drawn to visit Philly Blair
to warn her against the painters who might possibly rob them
but he succeeded in making her more suspicious in the fear
that he knew her secret. One afternoon, however, she came
back to the cabin to find the stones removed and a. hole dug
out where the treasure had been buried. "Andy trembled as
he stood over the empty hole Philly cried and grieved,
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In the midst of thereciting her wrongs and her losses,
dismal chant, Andy admonished, "Don’t take on, Philly, and
don’t worry yourself any more." Slowly, coin by coin, he
gave her bright coins" to buy a roof to the hen-house or
some chinaware for Imogene until he brought forth the last
one hidden within the clock, whisper ing, "Dor the Lord."
And, then, "You recollect a time I said I couldn’t cut down
a certain old walnut tree because it would be bound to fall
on a pear tree and break the top? That pear tree is the
right tree, Philly, but don’t you ever name the name of it
inside the house And whenever I open the pot to
take out," he whispered, "I’ll remember to take out a piece
for the Lord. Recall it to my mind iffen ever I forget,
Philly.
"
It was midsummer night and all the neighbors had come
over to vie with one another in games and animal calls.
News had reached them about the painter -who had taken the
money out of a "green teapot" but Andy congratulated himself
by saying, "I am a lucky man. Luck always seems to come
my way. Every time I open the kettle and take out some,
don’t let me forget." Dispersing, they listen to the first
"did." of the katydid and arree that "it’s curious - in the
midst of the first harvest, before the corn is above knee
high, midsummer night and hot weather all around us, and you
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hear the first frost- sign yet to come."
I
i
In this novel "the incidents and characters really refer
to a complete and logical scheme of underlying thought"! -
the epic theme that treasures come from the earth, and that
they are mysteriously hoard.ec , and unite unexpectedly f o no.*
Yet, when they are found, they do direct our whole way of
life bringing out all our inner passions and emotions*
The nature of the treasure obviously differs - it may be
gold, which serves as a means of protection, sustenance, ^nd
offerings to the Lord; or it may be the bones, the relics
of our ancestors, in which we are interested and of whom
we are proud* The earth has its own life! the v*ood mi tee,
the ants, - and a.ll take their places in "the time of man*
1. Encyclopedia Britannica

Chapter V
Analysis of Epic Qualities in The Haunted I irror
In 1932, Miss Roberts published a volume of short
stories with the title The Haunted Mirror ; In these, as in
her children’s poems and novels we find epic themes and
epic movements sustained. Perhaps, we may say "The actors
are never more than life size, but the steadiness and sol-
idity with which we see them, the pervasive unity of the
point of view directing them, the width and variety of scope
of action creates an impressiveness like moral and physical
grandeur of the great epic poems of the past."l In On the
Mountainside, Lester Hunt, the tea.cher, was in "a swivet
to go off I’ve got to go. I’m bound for the other
end of this old globe I've got a heap to see yet.
I’m bound to go." Newt, the pioneer schoolboy, was dis-
appointed, for Lester had opened up to him a' whole new
world, so that "Nov;, the what of happenings and sayings
was wrapped about with some unrelated feeling or pretti-
ness, or it stood back beyond some heightened qualities."
Later, he, too, resolves to go down to the settlements, for
"a report had come to him from an outside world and a sus-
picion of more tha.n he could know in his present state
haunted him." He could find his way easily, he felt, for
1. Drew, Elizabeth The Enjoyment of Literature
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for there would be "two ridges to go and then there would
be a road for his feet, one said."
At the foot of Bee Gum Mountain, he is given shelter at
Tom Bland’s cottage and there he finds another stranger,
an old man, sitting quietljr by the fire. They begin to talk
and, in their observations and convictions, we find the
"elemental moods and ideals, the high sweeps of emotional
outlook true to the genius of people whose spirit
1
it depicts"^* - the pioneers of Pigeon River country in the
Kentucky whose history Miss Roberts so well knows. Thomas
Bland, in his cabin at the foot of Bee Gum Mountain, remarks,
"Ther* s a sight of travel now," and the old man answers,
"I’m on my way back; T have been to the settlements in Pro-
man county, to the mines around Tateville and Beeman, but
now I’m on my way back where I was horned and my mammy and
pappy before me. I was plumb traitor to my God when I left
the mountains and come to the settle-ments , " he reiterated,
as he sighed for water out of the spring branch which "ran
out over the horse-shoe rock." And the old man marvelled
when Newt assured him that he had drunk from "that - there
very spring branch scarcely a week ago" and had come dov/n
the mountain so fast, in a country so "powerful hard goen"
that he, himself, realized he "couldn’t make hit back in
twice the time and more."
1. Essenwein, J. Berg Introduction to the Book of the Epic
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ITewt, however, was going to the settlements, - to find
"learnen" in spite of the old man's prophecy that "you may
go far and see a heap in life, you may go far, but mark me
as I say it, the place you knowed when you was a little tad
will be the strongest in your remembrance .... Your whole
insides is made outen what you done first." Then, true to
the epic ideal of life, Miss Roberts concludes, "Learning
was the word he cherished and "kept identified with his
quickened breath" and the youth knew "by the end of the
week he would, his eager breath told him, be looking down
on to the farther valley."
In Record at Oak Hill , we meet Morna Trigg, a proto-
type of the Greeks about whom she enjoyed reading: "firm
and graceful in her old age, past eighty, her face a sequence
of fine masculine planes that ha.d grown out of the femine
softness of her youth and middle age," her body "hardened
in lines of perpetual grace." Agamemnon she had been read-
ing that morning: "Led from the land their armaments of a
thousand ships of the Argives screaming through
passion a great noise of war," -- interrupting herself with
"Did Lem feed my jennets, Richard? He's a trifler, I don't
want my mules starved." And Richard, her grand-nephew,
listening, wondered, "Will she live forever? Will she live
forever? In her house, built of bricks, square in outline,

she lived in rooms ’’sparely furnished with pieces that had
been made before the old war" and almost weekly she "turned
away from the door those relic hunters, often ill-mannered,
who ha.d recently acquired a taste for ancient things."
Neal, Richard’s sister’s husband, "a defeated man put
upon by an ill system" having no employment, had come with
Ruth to stay at the farm. Making the hay or walking back
and forth to the field, they would be talking together
giving "reasons, prophecies, conjectures." At last, drop-
ping the discussion of all those things which they could
not foretell or control, they would begin a.new with pride,
"Aunt Morna would n' t borrow years when she lived here
on milk and bread and knotty turnips or a little knotty
fruit the worms left her in the orchard. She made the
taxes somehow, and didn’t sell out neither "
"Morns., having found the old book to read, she had
put a renewed dignity over the noon," Elizabeth Roberts
writes, as she continues her epic theme. "Neal sat quietly
at the table, indifferent to the learning which he did not
completely share, but Richard came again, by the way of the
Greeks, to the sharp tool he had found that morning imbed-
ded in the plaster of the cabin. He knew that the living
gave trinkets of the dead an excess of meaning. "Any
thought of their past came presently to a high pitch in
T'om Laughlin, Morna’ s father, his great-grandfather
. Stories

and sayings clustered around him. Morna, characterized
him as quiet, timid, reverent, religious even, a pood
hunter, "a fine gentleman, he was, and no slouch. 11 And,
again, "He carried a cane, a fine stick made of ebony, and
head overlaid with gold, and when he went to cities he
wore a silk hat A man of peace. He wouldn't fight
unless he must. Order in the county was what he wanted."
When"He ca.lled me to come to him many times, in the last
of his life, 'I did what T did' and ’ I’m not afraid to face
all heaven and hell," - that's what he said."
Her father had had one enemy, a certain Buchman, who
didn't go to the war, but stayed home, got rich, and went
South at the end to be on hand for the looting. He had
taken part in the Great Hog Swindle of 1864 - pretending
that the Federal government had fixed the price of hogs,
et., etc. Meanwhile, "Brother Horace" had come from the war
but Buchman said he had no right to come home, for he be-
longed to the Home Guards who were "to ride hard over the
country to spy out trouble and to make trouble." Morna was
vague of some of the recent events of their history, but
Buchman was found dead in his own garden. "It was never
known who killed him but mankind is like that in war."
Here, Miss Roberts suggests her epic theme - that life is
the same for all - as Morna continues, "Another time she
--r=r-—
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would tell the rest of it. They had the same at hand,
within themselves. These events were all a long time ago^
the same cont iunally happening. Why make a recital of what
was always at hand?" Then she tells of her wedding a few
weeks after the death of Buchman, her father’s enemy, when
"she went blank except on that one side, and called out in
answer to the minister, ’he deserved his death"
Apologizing, she reminds us, "If I had’nt been so young, it
would never have happened; it was a load for a girl to
,
carry." As the author pictures her, holding an old book,
The Aeschylu s, - "beautiful, thus, driven sixty-five years
by furies, made beautiful by her denial of these driving
fiends," Richard recognizes her as the one conscious element
in the line, the strain, "in the unity of being in fluid
time." He realizes, too, the significance of the fine,
three-cornered blade, "that fitted secretly into a cane,"
he had so carefull\r removed from the plaster of the old
block house. He and Neal had tried the blade, thrusting
at the air. The heft of it was easily accepted, but Richard
mused, "It's hard to imagine anger when it’s put by. Anger
enough to drive the dagger into a living body," while Neal,
"a defeated man put upon by an evil system" boasted,
"I could strike a dagger into the heart of every glib-tongu-
ed, lying salesman with no thought inside his head but to
sell some body And, later, "breaking into incoher

herence and anger, ’He had better luck. Something firm to
stick a sword into. What we want is a villain to thrust ...
What T want is something to kill. A sword to kill with
and a plain point to strike, is what I want .... What we
want is life They’re all against us " After
a time, Morna, with dignity yet firmness, takes the dagger,
a.nd wrapping it in a soft white silk scarf, thrusts it into
a chest, and turning the key, says absently, speaking
quietly, ’The blade is mine. Stand back. It’s put away
now, it’s mine . ’
"
Concluding, may we not agree that this short story is
"a consummation for its time of the values of life, includ-
ing in its scope both nobility and dignity of action and
a design of cosmic significance which sets that action
against a background larger than itself."!
1. Drew, Elizabeth The Enjoyment of Literature

Chapter VI
An Analysis of Epic Quality in Under The Tree
Although Elizabeth Madox Roberts has won a broad re-
putation as a novelist, she began as a poet, writing a
minature novel in verse, a minature anthology of child
life, in 1922, entitled Under the Tree . While studying in
the University of Chicago from 1917 to 1921, these poems
won for her the Fisk prize. Mot only are these poems
psychologically perfect and exquisitely written but they
reflect an epic perspective in the child’s naive sense of
life’s immediacy and immensity, later so highly developed in
the characters of her novels. The child is interested and
fascinated by the fundamentals of life: the earth, the sea,
the air, the sky; he is inquiring into all the manifesta-
tions of nature; he appreciates the individual only in his
most obvious aspects and seems bewildered when Man becomes
part of the mysterious world which surrounds and assimilates
him. In the poem On the Kill , from which she takes her title,
we are conscious of her perspective - kept well within the
child’ s plane
.
Mother said that we could go
Upon the hill where the strawberries grow.
And while I was there I looked all down,
Over the trees and over the towrn.
•. .
I saw the field, where the hi g hoys play,
And the roads that come from every way,
The courthouse place where the wagons stop.
And the bridge and scales and the blacksmith shop.
The church steeple looked very tall and thin,
And I found the house that we live in.
I saw it under the poplar tree,
And I bent my head and tried to see
Our house when the rain is over it.
And how it looks when the lamps are lit.
I saw the swing from up on the hill,
The ropes were hanging very still.
And over and over I tried to see
Some of us walking under the tree.
And the children playing everywhere,
And how it looks when I am there.
And D'ickie said, "Come on, let's race;"
And Till had found the strawberry place.
The secretive elemental instincts of the child, going
off by himself, pondering over the mysteries of Mature and
how much Man, far, far away in the World beyond knows about
the intimate details of these elemental drives are obvious
in The Corn Field.
I went across the pasture lot
Y/hen not a one was watching me.
Away beyond the cattle barns
I climbed a little crooked tree.
And T could look down on the field
And see the corn and how it grows
Across the world and up and down
In very straight and even rows.
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And far away and far away-
-
I wonder if the farmer man
Knows all about the corn and how
It comes together like a fan.
A.gain in The Butterbean Tent he huddles away to be
alone to discover himself amidst the little earthy thinps
which seem closer to him than Man.
*
All through the garden I went and went,
And I walked in under the butterbean tent.
The poles leaned up like a pood tepee
And made a nice little house for me.
I had a hard brown clod for a seat,
And all outside was a cool green street.
The child's appreciation of the snug security of The
Woodpecker in his self-made house is quite natural, - as
natural as the covered wagon in the Boone Trace or the log
cabin of the Kentucky pioneer.
The woodpecker pecked out a little round hole
And made him a house in the telephone pole.
One day when I watched he poked out his head,
And he had on a hood and a collar of red.
When the streams of rain pour out to the sky,
And the sparkles of lightning go flashing by,
And the big, big wheels of thunder roll,
He can snuggle back in the telephone pole.
hL^lr-. e iRifl , the child identifies himself with
o uher living things: the chicken, the ladybug. Mature
offers a shelter for them all and all follow the primitive
instinct for protection when a.n emergencjr arises.

Little Rain
When I was making myself a game
Up in the garden, a little rain came.
It fell down quick in a sort of rush,
And I crawled Lack under the snowball hush.
I could hear the big drops hit the ground
And see little puddles of dust fly round.
A chicken came till the rain was gone;
He had just a very few feathers on.
He shivered a little under his skin,
And then he shut his eyeballs in.
Even after the rain had begun to hush
It kept on raining up in the bush.
One big flat drop came sliding down,
And a ladybug that was red and brown
Was up on a little stem waiting there,
And I got some rain in my hair.
The spiritual equality existing between Han and little
creatures of the field a.nd wood is delightfully portrayed in
The Rabbit . It is that spiritual companionship, amount-
ing at times to a challenge, so well appreciated by Ellen
Chesser in Kiss Roberts's novel, Time of Kan .
When they said the time to hide was mine,
I hid back under a thick grape vine.
And while I was still for the time to pass,
A little gray thing came out of the grass.
He hopped his way through the melon bed
And sat down close by a cabbage head.
He sat down close where I could see,
And his big still eyes looked ha.rd at me.
His big eyes bursting out of the rim,
And I looked back very hard at him.

In The Strange Tree , the child recognizes, as he travels
about, the varied aspects of growing things; the tree is
old, large, and bent; it forms part of that mysterious road
that is going on and on; it is ominous; he must run to get
away; even then the tree leans out to look at him. As
primitive peoples lived in such close contact with nature
that various aspects of nature assumed personality to them,
so the child, in his early experiences, reacts imaginat i veljr.
Away beyond the Jarboe house
I saw a different kind of tree.
Its trunk was old and large and bent,
And I could feel it look at me.
The road was going on and on
Beyond to reach some other place.
I saw a tree that looked at me,
And yet it did not have a face.
It looked at me with all its limbs;
It looked at me with all its bard.
The yellow wrinkles on its sides
Were bent and dark.
And then I ran to get away,
But when I stopped to turn and see,
The tree was bending to the side
And leaning out to look at me.
The child’ s wonderment and interest extends to all liv-
ing things wherever he finds them, even to The Worm . And
while he stops to
winder if
Ke knows that he’s a worm.

He puckered in a little wad,
And then he stretched himself again
And went hack home inside the clod.
he realizes that there are majjy patterns in this cosmic whol
about him. The child, himself, may not he able to follow
them hut the worm goes on his way unperturbed.
Father’s Story is only a reminiscence of Kiss Roberts’s
own grandmother telling, not the story of Troy hut the
story of her <w n familjr, as it made its way across the
prairies. In The Wolves, too, she reminisees:
When Grandmother Polly had married and gone,
Before her father had given her Clem,
Or Joe, or Sandy, or Evaline -
Before he had given her any of them
She used to live in a, far-away place,
In a little cabin that was her home,
And all around were hushes and trees,
And wolves would come.
At night they ran down out of the rocks
And bristled up their trembly fur.
They came and howled by Polly’s door
And showed their little white teeth at her.
Or better yet, The Grandmother , which is biographically
realized in Kiss Roberts’ s novel, The Great Meadow .
When Grandmother comes to our house,
She sits in the chair and sews away.
She cuts some pieces just alike
And makes a quilt all day.
I watch her bite the little thread,
Or stick the needle in and out,
And then she remembers her grandmother ’ s house.
And what her grandmother told about,
II
(
And how a very long ago -
She tells it while she cuts and strips -
We used to live in Mary- land,
And ther was a water with ships.
And that was long before her day,
She says, and so I like to stand
Beside her chair, and then I ask,
•'Please tell about in Mary-land."
Thus, Elizabeth Madox Roberts has given an epic of child
hood, - not an individual child, but the whole order of
childhood: its superstitions and beliefs, its spirit, its
interests in the experiences of the past, its common exper-
iences, its closeness to nature, and its attempts to solve
the mysteries of the earth, the sea, and the air
=====
Chapter VII
A Further Evaluation
Writing in the second decade of the twentieth century
Elizabeth Hadox Roberts reacted from the hard-boiled and
horror traditions of the Lost Generation by her healthy
vigor, by her strict regard for truth, by her subjects chos-
en with elements of beauty in them, and by her poetic style.
Like a painter, her art was synthetic; and like Hardy "her
landscape binds itself so intimately with its human inhab-
itants that they seem as native as grass itself. "1 Her
novels were almost as Chesterton says of Dickens’s: "Lengths
cut from the flowing and mixed substance called Dickens. "2
As we follow her stories, one by one, though we have no in-
timation of the author by any personal reference or expos-
ition, yet we get the "feel and texture of experience'^ be-
cause of the author's deep understanding. Furthermore, she
gives to these remote historical events the reality which
we associate with contemporary life. Let us not expect,
however, any emphasis on unessential details in dress,
manners, speech, etc. unless they are significant or sug-
gestive .
Although she builds her plot about one character - a
1. Felham, Edgar Art of the Hovel
2. Wilson and Follett, Some Hodern novelists
3. Beach, J. W. Twentieth Century Hovel

Diony, a Fhilly, a Berk or an Ellen Chesser and gives them
each, in turn, an individual character with their own locu-
tions and turns of thought, yet, each is symbolic and in-
terprets all life. Diony makes a break away from the Tide-
water to a new land, a symbol of non- conformist America - of
spiritual confidence and active insight. Berk, too, is an
individual, yet symbolic of the idealist who feels truth,
but is slow, very slow to interpret it. 7/hen it is decided
that he will avenge his mother’s death, he spends several
years in preparation - waiting until he has built his new
home in the wilderness. Everything has to be in order,
even to the careful baking of the journey cakes. Faying
no attention to Diony’ s pleadings he gets ready, slowly
but certainly, and departs. His treatment and evasion of
the Indians is carried on with that same slow, even tempo -
the tempo of the slow, continuous journey over the Trek in-
to the new land.
Ellen Chesser is truly a pioneer, following her father,
who doesn’t want to take roots anywhere; nevertheless,
she has a social instinct. She loved Tessie, "a girl like
herself," her companion and guide at one of their brief
stopping places; in fact, she ran away later in the hope
of finding her. She is forced through necessity to "make
one" with the hens, the cov/s, the corn, the beans until she
found one whose "want of her was actual." She is necessary
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to Jasper, a consolation to Joe Phillips, a joy to her
children, hut she maintains always "I don’t set up as a
prime trafficker in no way nor how.” She was a pioneer who
remembered "her past as a finished picture ........ scarcely
belonging to herself more than to another. ” Even as she
listened to her children singing or "all talking together
of things they knew and shared, her heart would seem to stand
in its measure; a question ’Oh, who are they?’ would arise
in her mind." But, as life continued, she knew tha.t they
were real, their wants were real ” it came to her that
these were of her, these people, that they owned her some-
how more than she ov/ned them." Jasper’s wages, scarcely
enough, were real -- things became "more rea.l, more hard
and actual." Nevertheless, with Alice Meynell, she felt
that happiness is not a matter of events; it depends upon
the tides of the mind and that "men have commonly complain-
ed of fate, but their complaints have been of the smallness,
not the greatness of the human lot."l
In Hiss Roberts’s writings, as in the traditional epic
there seems to be a complete lack of emphasis upon the
individual. Berk goes to avenge his mother: it is the
law of the wilderness; Daniel Boone, the pioneer, marries
Diony to Muir - she had need of someone to bring her food
and wood: it is the law of necessity and reality; Diony,
too, the woman, is the one to choose between Muir and Berk:
1. Meynell, Alice The Rhythmi of Life !
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it is the law of the wilderness. When, earlier, there is
some question of the legality of their marriage. Berk affirms:
"Married we are and married we’ll go away from here. We
won’t have to prove the law of the Tories against we get in
the wilderness." This same slow, simple reasoning is oh -
vious in Diony' s mind as she ponders on her lonely state -
all the while endlessly spinning; it is obvious, too, in
Ellen Chesser’s mind as ?he wanders slowly from place to
place, seeking a destination for her pioneer spirit.
Perhaps, in no other novel, could we find a richer e-
motion and understanding, a greater interest in the heroic
qualities of folks who struggled against grea.t odds for a
meager reward, than in the visions of the pioneer woman Diony:
"She would sit in the cabin at twilight and would see
a vision of fields turned up by the plow of sheep
sprinkled over a pasture of stone walls and rail
fences of neighbors of places to sell the
growth of the farms of bridges over streams of
fine cattle in pastures of bees in hives of
letters written between one and another .... of knowledge, of
wisdom of books in which Man walks slowly dow*n through
the centuries, walking on the stairs of the year." Can we
fail to appreciate the long, slow, hopeful epic progress of
Diony’ s "clearly defined desire"?! This surely is Elizabeth
y
#1. Roberts, E. The Great Meadow
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Roberts’s appreciation of the sagas of her own Pigeon River
country.
In Buried Treasure , the things of the earth and in the
earth are used symbolically of human nature: the fowl, who
made a hole in the shell and supped out the inner part; the
ants, who peacefully worked out their own community life
until ’’the bones of the Shepherds became for a while the des-
tiny of the ants”; the bees, that furnished Prester the
"honey to sweeten Gundy' s bread" and the little calf - "You
don't think she got too much clover, do you, Philly? Are her
sides bloated, do you think?" In T ime of I.Ian
,
we see the
hogs whose "measure of life" are their usefulness as food to
man, - and especially the seller of trees, Luke Wimble, who
tells Ellen about his trees and the varieties of honey, con-
cluding, "You’re worth all the balance put alongside each
other You got the very honey of life in your heart”
Here we have the richness of Piss Roberts’s philosophy of
life. It was not circumstances but the heart that made life
exciting and significant to Ellen Chesser.
Since style "determines the emotional tone and feeling
regarding character"l it is not surprising to find a singing
quality in Miss Roberts's slow moving prose. Her novels,
epic as they are, are tinged with far greater imaginative
treatment than the traditional epic. Her novels seem to be
written not in scenes but in a flov/ing narrative of poetic
1 . Beach, J. W. Twentieth Century Hovel

65
and persuasive prose "in which homely words and bits of dia-
logue are dipped as pieces of homespun in butternut juice: "1
Sundays were fragrant days filled from morning until sundown
with the bright dress and flowered hat"3 or "She felt the
noon on her skin, and heard it in her ears and tasted it in
her mouth It was imperative; it could not be set aside.
If she continued to move in life it was as if she were some
vague memory in some careless mind. "3
With unfailing constancy, Miss Roberts searches out and
shows many aspects of beauty: "Warm days eased slowly out of
the south"4 or "The blows on the anvil had become little and
thin, put there by a careful hand, and between each stroke
there was a long pause while the hand wraited on the reflec -
tive part of a man. "5 Her descriptive touches are charmingly
poetic: " mockingbird began to sing on the top of a high
bough a.nd it pushed song up into the wide, lit sky with a
passionate throat, mounting and throbbing in the beginning
of a song frenzy that turned and quavered, that asked and
answered, that trilled and bubbled and ended at length with
a slow hush-note, "6 or "The shadows were long diffusing
1. Overton, frant Women Who Make Our hovels
2.
3.
Roberts
,
Ibid.
S. M. Time of Man
4.
5.
Roberts
Ibid.
E. M. The Great Meadow
6. Roberts
,
E. M. Buried Treasure

shaped that stretched eastward because the moon was falling
away toward the west,"l or startlingly onomatopoetic in "The
hot-weather beetles cried all d y, making a clicking sound
that burst out of the weeds and the grass, out of the half
grown corn and the thick tufts of the wheat. "2
Kay we conclude with a quotation from a review written
by Edward Garnett for The Nation and Athenaeum
,
London, short-
ly after Time of Kan was published: "The explanation of Kiss
Roberts’s genius is not that she brings a newj light into
common folk’s life but she discovers the beauty that is there.
Her spiritual vision has an irradiating power that harmonizes
all the details; the people’s rough talk, the men’s slow-
moving ways, their appetites and cravings, the bigness or
littleness of their natures, the women’s motherliness and
jealousy, their loves and hates, all are in place along with
the clods in the fields, the animals at pasture, the sunshine,
rain or snowstorms; all are the living parts of the great
mysterious whole. Everything finds its place in Miss Roberts'
vision, and everything has this beauty of being in place, of
being and becoming, of changing like youth, or remaining like
the rocks. This mysterious feeling of beauty that pervades
everything flow's out from every page, sometimes strange, some-
times rich, sometimes quiet and shadowy, but never absent. "3
1. Roberts, E. K. Buried Treasure
2. Ibid.
3. Westcott, Glenway A Personal Note
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